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Abstract: We present high-resolution spectroscopy of I2 vapor that 
is loaded and trapped within the core of a hollow-core photonic crystal 
ﬁber (HC-PCF). We compare the observed spectroscopic features to 
those observed in a conventional iodine cell and show that the saturation 
characteristics differ signiﬁcantly. Despite the conﬁned geometry it was 
still possible to obtain sub-Doppler features with a spectral width of 
∼ 6 MHz with very high contrast. We provide a simple theory which closely 
reproduces all the key observations of the experiment. 
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1. Introduction 
Iodine vapor has played a prominent role in the frequency stabilization of lasers over many 
years because it exhibits a large number of intrinsically narrow spectral lines across a large 
fraction of the visible and near-IR spectrum. Some of the best performing vapor-cell frequency 
standards have used iodine in large-diameter (∼ 10 cm) and long (∼ 1 metre) vapor cells [1–6]. 
The large diameter minimizes broadening associated with transit of the molecules through the 
probing laser beam, while the long length allows operation at low pressures, thereby avoiding 
collisional broadening, while still demonstrating strong absorption features. In order to avoid 
the substantial challenges associated with using large and fragile vapor cells there has recently 
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been a great deal of research targeted towards loading vapors into the cores of specially tailored 
hollow-core photonic crystal ﬁbre (HC-PCF). Although rubidium, ammonia and acetylene have 
all been loaded in the core of these ﬁbers for both spectroscopic studies and frequency standards 
work [7–15], we are aware of just a single recent example of the use of iodine as a frequency 
standard [16], and no detailed examination of its spectra in this situation. 
The key beneﬁt of ﬁber technology is its robust and compact geometry, which lends itself 
to easy temperature control and magnetic-shielding, while still possessing the advantage of 
a long interaction zone (potentially even longer than the macroscopic glass cells). This long 
spatial interaction allows for strong absorption, which delivers a high signal to noise ratio, while 
simultaneously minimising the density of the molecules, and thereby the pressure broadening. 
Furthermore, for both spectroscopy and frequency-standards work, it is a common desire to 
circumvent Doppler broadening [3] effects. In this regard, the ﬁber approach offers a great 
advantage over cell-based techniques because it automatically ensures that there is a stable and 
effective overlap between the counter-propagating pump and probe lasers beams required for 
saturated absorption techniques. This high-quality overlap arises because the vapor is stored 
inside an optical waveguide. The experiments reported in this work demonstrate directly the 
quality of this overlap in the ﬁbers. A further beneﬁt of the iodine loaded HC-PCF for portable 
applications is that the guiding and conﬁnement within the small core of the ﬁber allows high 
intensities over long lengths for a small power inputs, creating deep saturation features. 
The most obvious drawback for ﬁber-based vapor cells is the limited duration of the coher­
ent light-molecule interaction due to the small diameter of the ﬁber core. This limit causes 
an unavoidable line broadening (termed transit-time broadening) which is of the order of 
δωTT  = vmp/φ where φ is the HC-PCF core diameter and vmp the most probable velocity 
of the particles. The narrowest sub-Doppler bandwidths so far observed in HC-PCF have been 
in the range of 6-8 MHz [11, 12, 14, 15] and are limited by transit time broadening. Even to 
obtain these results it was necessary to use either a large core (70 μm) ﬁber [14], apply anti-
relaxation coatings [12], or make use of velocity selection effects through careful excitation 
strategies [11, 15] to obtain narrow lines. 
This work uses a different approach by making use of a large mass molecule to reduce vmp for 
a given temperature gas. The mass of the 127I2 molecule is ten times that of acetylene 12C2H2 
and 15 times larger than ammonia NH3 which gives a reduction in the potential transit time 
effects by a factor of 3-4 over those other vapors. This minimizes a key potential defect of 
ﬁber-based vapor cells. 
In this paper we present iodine spectroscopy in the conﬁned geometry of the hollow-core 
ﬁber and report, to our knowledge, the highest-Q spectral features yet observed in this environ­
ment. We compare these results to those from a conventional cell and illuminate some of the 
key differences. Further, we will present a relatively simple theoretical model which is in good 
agreement with the observed spectroscopic features. 
2. Experiment 
Iodine presents a dense spectra of ro-vibronic transitions ranging from green through to the 
near-IR part of the spectrum. Each of these transitions consists of either 15 or 21 hyperﬁne lines 
due to interaction with the two nuclear spins (I = 52 for each nucleus). This hyperﬁne manifold 
is not properly resolved in the presence of Doppler broadening and thus in this experiment we 
made use of saturation spectroscopy to eliminate the inhomogeneous broadening. In order to 
enhance the signal to noise ratio of the weak sub-Doppler spectral features we use a particular 
variant of modulation-transfer spectroscopy (MTS) in which we amplitude modulate the pump 
and synchronously detect the resulting amplitude modulation on the probe signal. 
A block diagram of the optical arrangement in shown in Fig. 1. The HC-PCF, manufactured 
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Fig. 1. Optical setup with counter-propagating pump (green) and probe (blue) beams. MO 
- microscope objective, AOM - acoustic optical modulator, PD - photodiode, HWP - half­
wave plate, V - vacuum valves, with the counter-propagating beams separated for ease of 
visualization. The inset shows a micrograph of the ﬁber used in this experiment. The short 
and long axis diameters of the core are 23 and 27 μm respectively. 
at the University of Bath [17], is mounted in a glass vacuum system with the majority of the 
1.3 m ﬁber outside the vacuum. A micrograph of the kagome-type [17] cross-section of the 
HC-PCF is shown as an inset in Fig. 1. The ﬁber exhibits a loss of 0.7 dB/m at our operating 
wavelength. A Viton cone is used to produce a compressive seal between the ﬁber and glass at 
the two points where the ﬁber enters the vacuum system. The open end of the ﬁber is suspended 
inside the vacuum a few millimetres behind an optical window so that there is optical access 
to the core of the ﬁber during the ﬁlling phase. Light is coupled into each end of the ﬁber 
using a 4× microscope objective mounted on a three-axis translation stage. We obtain a total 
transmission, including ﬁber input and output coupling losses as well as attenuation due to the 
ﬁber and the gas chamber window, of around 60%. Solid iodine is kept in a separate section of 
the vacuum system at room temperature (equilibrium vapor pressure 36±1 Pa) and is released 
into the HC-PCF after the vacuum system has been evacuated down to a pressure of 8×10−4 Pa. 
The vacuum valves consist of a glass housing with a teﬂon valve body as this was found to 
minimize unwanted chemical interactions with the iodine vapor. 
A narrow-linewidth frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser provides 20 mW of 532 nm laser light 
that is tunable over ∼60 GHz by controlling the crystal’s temperature. This output light is split 
and counter-propagating pump and probe beams are sent through both the iodine-ﬁlled ﬁber 
and a 10 cm long traditional iodine gas cell (vapor pressure 36±1 Pa, probe beam diameter ∼ 
250 μm, pump beam diameter ∼ 470 μm) operated concurrently as a reference. The transmitted 
probe light is separated from reﬂected pump light, using a polarizing beam-splitter and careful 
polarization tuning, and then sent to a monitoring photodetector. Despite this care, scattered 
pump light still caused interference on the detector - to overcome this the pump light was 
shifted by 200 MHz using an Acousto-Optical Modulator (AOM). This same AOM provided 
the amplitude modulation necessary for the MTS technique with 100% modulation depth at a 
9.2 kHz rate. The output voltage of the photodiode was monitored by two instruments as the 
laser frequency was slowly swept: (i) the average voltage was measured to provide an estimate 
of the conventional linear absorption of iodine, (ii) the probe amplitude modulation transferred 
from the pump modulation was demodulated with a lock-in ampliﬁer to measure the magnitude 
of the sub-Doppler features. 
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3. Theory 
Fig. 2. Schematic plot of the “open” two-level model of iodine molecules used in the the­
ory presented here. Counter-propagating laser light of power Ip,s drives stimulated transi­
tions between the ground, g, and excited, e, states. Collisions with molecules in the ground 
and excited states (at rates cg and ce respectively) exchange molecules between the laser-
coupled and uncoupled states. 
We use a simple “open” two level rate-equation model to describe the saturation spectroscopy 
of iodine (see Fig. 2) [18,19]. This rate-equation approach is valid because the high rate of col­
lisions keep the atomic coherences small (adiabatic approximation). We include in our rate 
equations collisional processes that knock the molecules out of resonance with the laser light 
- either because their velocity has been changed or because their rotational, vibration or elec­
tronic state is modiﬁed. In either case the molecules are considered to return to a large “sea” 
of non-interacting iodine molecules [20–22]. We note the close agreement between theory and 
experiment which would appear to lend credence to this approach. 
We deﬁne rate equations for the excited (e(t)) and ground (g(t)) states in the reference frame 
of the molecule and imagine it to be interacting with two different colour laser signals repre­
senting a probe beam (labelled with “s” subscript) and a counter-propagating pump (labelled 
with “p” subscript): 
e˙(t) =
(g − e)I
2 
pσ 
+
(g − e)I
2 
sσ − e(ce + γ) (1) 
1 +
(w
δ
0
p 
/2)2
1 +
(w
δ
0
s 
/2)2 
g˙(t) = (ρ [δv]− g)cg − (g − e)I2 p
σ − (g − e)I2 s
σ (2) 
1 +
(w
δ
0
p 
/2)2
1 +
(w
δ
0
s 
/2)2 
where δp = δa − (δAOM + δl + δv) and δs = δa − (δl − δv) represent the pump and probe laser 
detunings from the molecular resonance frequency, δa, translated into the frame of a molecule 
moving at a velocity v = δv/k. δAOM takes account of the the ﬁxed AOM frequency which de-
tunes the laser frequency, δl in the pump arm. We include different collisional rates for the ex­
cited (ce) and ground state (cg) because the effect of collisions on the iodine molecule has been 
shown to be highly state-dependent and collision-partner dependent [20,21,23–25]. We include 
a population loss rate for spontaneous emission from the excited state (γ) although, due to the 
multitude of possible decay routes, we have not included a corresponding gain in the ground 
state due to this process [18]. On the other hand we have included a gain term (ρ [δv]cg) in  
the ground state representing scattering from a “sea” of uncoupled states into the laser-coupled 
ground state. The inhomogenous broadening is contained in the velocity detuning dependence 
of the ρ [δv] term. The pumping rates Ip,s are given in terms of a photon rate per area while 
the scattering cross-section, σ (units m2), is deﬁned such that σ Ip,s is the on-resonance photon 
scattering rate from a molecule irradiated with an intensity Ip,s on the particular transition of 
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interest. All relaxation and pumping rates are expressed in units of s−1, while all frequencies 
are expressed in angular frequency units. 
The homogenous bandwidth of the molecule-light interaction, w0, is set by the total coherent 
interaction time. Where the probe and pump beams are sufﬁciently large in diameter that transit-
time broadening is not a consideration (e.g. in the conventional free-space cell experiment), the 
bandwidth will be w0 = ce + cg + γ . However, when transit-time effects are signiﬁcant (as with 
the ﬁber experiment) then the homogeneous bandwidth is calculated using the formalism in 
Ref. [26]. The early termination of the interaction between the probe light and molecules due to 
its complete transit is modelled in the rate equations with an additional effective collision that 
adds equally to both ce and cg (since it terminates the light interaction whether we are in the 
ground or excited states). In our experimental conditions, the natural lifetime [27] of the upper 
state (1/γ ∼ 1μs ) is substantially longer than the mean time between collisions for the excited 
state (ce > γ) and so can usually be ignored. 
We calculate the absorption of the probe based on energy lost from the excited state through 
collisions or spontaneous emission i.e. energy lost per unit time and volume will be es × (ce + 
γ)hν , where es is restricted to that fraction of the excited state that has been produced by 
the probe alone. We use the usual relations to connect the scattered energy to the absorption 
coefﬁcient [18]. 
The rate equations are solved in the steady-state ( ˙e(t) = 0, g˙(t) = 0) to obtain relationships 
between the model and the experimentally observable features: absorption, saturation intensity 
and the height and width of the Doppler-free features. The intensity dependence of the on-
resonance (δs = 0) probe absorption can be calculated by setting the pump intensity to zero 
(Ip = 0) and integrating the steady-state solutions over the Doppler broadening implicitly con­
tained in ρ [δa] to obtain: 
� �−1/2 
αD = ρ0σ 1 + 
Is (3)
Isat 
where ρ0 = ρ [δa2 
]πw0 is the population spectral density integrated over the homogeneous band­
width, and we interpret Isat as σ(
(ce+γ)cg ∼ σ(
cecg as the saturation rate for the linear absorp­
ce+γ+cg) ce+cg)
tion. Importantly for our analysis below we note that if there is a large disparity between the 
ground and excited state collisional rates then the saturation rate will equal the slower of the two 
rates. In contrast, the bandwidth, w0, is equal to the sum of the collisional rates and hence will 
be approximately equal to the larger of the two collisional rates in that situation. This different 
dependence of the bandwidth and saturation intensity allows us to understand a key observed 
difference in the spectroscopic observations of the ﬁber and cell experiments. 
In the presence of the pump one sees a narrow feature in the probe absorption arising out 
of the modiﬁcations of the ground and excited state populations by the pump. This feature is 
centred on δp = δs (or equivalently δl = δa − δAOM /2). For Ip, Is < 100Isat this feature closely 
follows a Lorentzian shape: L (δ ) = A/(1 +4δ 2/w2). The probe absorption observed far from 
this narrow feature is self-evidently equal to that calculated in Eq. 3 since the pump and signals 
do not interact when tuned to different velocity classes. In the limit that the probe is not self-
saturating, the effective saturation dip contrast (ratio of the the saturation feature height to the 
linear absorption) will be: 
1 + Ip/(2Isat)C = 1 − (4)
(1 + Ip/Isat)3/2 
One sees that the contrast reaches ∼ 50% for Ip ∼ Isat. The ﬁnal key element of interest is the 
bandwidth of the saturation feature. We ﬁnd that there is no simple closed-form expression for 
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Fig. 3. The P(142)37-0 Doppler-broadened (upper panel) and Doppler-free spectrum (lower 
panel) recorded in the cell (lowest traces- blue), in the ﬁber (middle traces -black) and 
calculated using the theory presented in Sect. 3 (highest traces - red). For the experiment the 
pump intensity was 41 kWm−2 and 25 kWm−2 for the ﬁber and cell respectively with probe 
intensities less than 20% of that of the pump. For the theory, we have used w0 = 6 MHz; 
ρ0σ = 0.02; Ip/Isat = 1 (to nearly match the cell conditions) and summed the response 
of all 15 hyperﬁne features using the known frequency spacings in Ref. [28]. We have 
normalized the frequency axis to the centre of mass of the transition at 563.281 THz [28]. 
The a1 hyperﬁne component is the lowest frequency component in the hyperﬁne spectrum 
near -424 MHz and is 28% and 8% of the height of the Doppler absorption of the cell and 
ﬁbre respectively. For clarity the lower traces have been offset by 1 unit, while the upper 
traces are offset by 0.1 units. 
this although the expression below is within 1% of the correct value over all realistic pump 
power values (Ip < 100Isat): 
� √ 
w = w0 1 + Ip/( 2Isat) (5) 
As expected the low power bandwidth equals w0 while additional broadening is seen as the 
pump power exceeds Isat . 
4. Results 
Figure 3 shows the linear and sub-Doppler absorption spectra for the P(142) 37-0 iodine transi­
tion in the cell (10 cm long) and ﬁber (1.3 m) respectively using similar pump intensities. This 
is close to the maximum available intensity in the cell and near to the minimum used in the ﬁber 
case (because of poor signal to noise at these low power levels). The additional noise seen on 
the ﬁber data comes because the power is 600 times below that used in the cell along with some 
vibrational noise which modulated the power coupled into the ﬁber core. The SNR (measure­
ment bandwidth of 1kHz) was 70 and 20 for the cell and ﬁbre respectively. From this ﬁgure 
it is evident that both measurements give extremely similar characteristics for the sub-Doppler 
features despite the conﬁned geometry within the ﬁber core. 
As can be seen on Fig. 3 both the ﬁber and cell have a maximum linear absorption of around 
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Fig. 4. Linear Absorption of the P(142) 37-0 line as a function of probe intensity. 
Black markers show measurements from ﬁber measurement while the blue markers show 
measurements from cell. Solid curves in both cases are ﬁts following the form of Eq. 3. It 
is evident that the number density of the cell and ﬁber differ substantial as do the saturation 
intensities. 
20% on resonance. The particular shape of the Doppler-broadened curve arises because it is 
the sum of 15 underlying hyperﬁne components each of which is broadened by the FWHM 
Doppler width of 437 MHz for iodine at room temperature. In light of the small linear ab­
sorption we have made no allowance for axial variation in intensity in our model. Our total 
end-to-end transmission loss through the ﬁber is around 60% of which 20% is associated with 
the separately measured ﬁber attenuation (1.3 m, 0.7 dB/m). The rest of the loss is attributed to 
input coupling losses associated with mode-matching inefﬁciencies. For laser intensities quoted 
for the optical ﬁber experiments we have corrected the measured input intensities by a factor of 
1.5 to allow for the input loss. 
4.1. Linear absorption 
We recorded a large number of spectra of the type shown on Fig. 3 for both cell and ﬁber where 
as the pump or probe intensity was varied. We used the known frequency spacing between 
the a1 and a15 hyperﬁne components (855 MHz [28]) to provide a frequency axis for these 
measurements. From these spectra we derived the on-resonance absorption coefﬁcient together 
with the contrast and bandwidth of the Doppler-free features as a function of intensity. Below 
we will examine each of these measurements and compare them to the theoretically expected 
result. 
Figure 4 presents the absorption coefﬁcient for the cell and ﬁber as a function of the probe 
intensity. The ratio of the low power absorption coefﬁcients is ∼ 0.15 and if we combine this 
with the known equilibrium vapor pressure of iodine at room temperature in the cell then we 
can calculate the vapor pressure in this particular ﬁber load at around 5.4 ± 0.8 Pa. The solid 
lines shown on Fig. 4 are a ﬁt using Eq. 3 and from this we extract a saturation intensity of 
42 ± 4 kW/m2 and 168 ± 14 kW/m2 for the cell and ﬁber respectively. This result indicates that 
the effective collisional rate, (c
c
e
e
+
c
c
g
g)
, must differ substantially between the ﬁber and cell in spite 
of the similar decoherence rates in the two cases (see Fig 3 which shows that bandwidths are 
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Fig. 5. The dependence of the bandwidth (FWHM) of the a1 component of the P(142) 37­
0 iodine transition on pump power. We examine a 10cm long traditional glass iodine cell 
(blue markers), and the iodine loaded HC-PCF (black markers). Solid curves in the two 
cases are ﬁts to the data following the form of Eq. 5. 
around the same). 
4.2. Sub-Doppler feature bandwidth 
To further emphasise this point, we examine the bandwidth of the sub-Doppler features seen on 
the lower panel of Fig. 3 over a range of different pump powers. We ﬁt a Lorentzian function 
to the a1 component in each trace and have summarised these measurements on Fig. 5. We also 
present on this ﬁgure solid curves of the form of Eq. 5, which can be seen to be in close agree­
ment with the experiment. The ﬁts yield nearly near-identical “zero-intensity” bandwidths of 
5.40 ± 0.02 MHz for the cell and 6.0 ± 0.3 MHz in the ﬁber. On the other hand, the saturation 
intensities for the two cases are once again quite disparate giving pump beam saturation intensi­
ties of Isat = 24.0±0.5 kWm−2 and Isat = 129±16 kWm−2 respectively. In order to obtain high 
signal to noise features the probe intensity was around 40% of the pump intensity for this data 
which caused some unwanted broadening by the probe itself. If we examine the data as a func­
tion of total intensity instead of pump intensity we ﬁnd cell and ﬁbre saturating intensities of 
Isat = 33.6 ± 0.5 kWm−2 and Isat = 181 ± 16 kWm−2 respectively. These numbers are in agree­
ment with those found from the linear absorption measurements to within 20%. We believe the 
residual disagreement comes from intensity calibration and ﬁber coupling variations. 
The fact that the “zero-intensity” bandwidths are almost identical in the cell and ﬁber indi­
cates that the total de-phasing rates are similar; however, the saturation intensity is seen to be 
very different (∼ 5 times higher in the ﬁber than the cell). We believe that the origin of this 
apparent paradox lies in the fact that the ratio cg/ce differs substantially for the ﬁber and the 
cell. 
4.3. Origins of feature bandwidth in ﬁber and cell 
In the cell, the low-intensity bandwidth arises from collisional broadening effects since transit-
time broadening and lifetime broadening are negligible in comparison. The dominant broad­
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ening process in the cell is from iodine-iodine collisions (self-broadening). Although there is 
a high degree of variation (more than a factor of 2) in the literature values for the broadening 
coefﬁcients for various transitions, our measurement falls within the range of previously meas­
ured values [29–32]. In the ﬁber, the iodine pressure is only 15% of that of the cell (from the 
linear absorption coefﬁcient measurement at low intensities), which leads to an expected col­
lisional self-broadening of just 0.8 MHz, which is in contradiction with the measured value of 
6 MHz. However, in the ﬁber we expect an additional broadening process arising from the 
transit of the molecules across the narrow optical mode. The total bandwidth arising from 
these combined broadening processes depends upon the regime of observation, which is cate­
gorised by the dimensionless parameters [11,26,33]: η = Γr/v and θ = Ωr/v = Ip/(2Isat )η , 
where r is the probe beam of 1/e radius, and v is the most probable thermal velocity. η can 
be thought to represent the number of collisions that occur in a typical beam crossing time, 
while θ is the number of Rabi cycles that occur in a typical beam crossing time. For our “zero­
intensity” bandwidth measurement θ  1 and η ∼ 0.3 (Γ ∼ 0.8MHz,r ∼ 9μm, v ∼ 139 ms−1). 
The predicted bandwidth [11, 26, 33] (full-width at half maximum) in this regime is given by 
w0 = 0.48η0.5v/r ∼ 4.2 MHz, while the experimental measurement is just ∼ 1.8 MHz larger 
than this. We believe that the origin of this small additional contribution to the bandwidth, which 
corresponds to just 0.8 MHz of additional collisional broadening, comes from background gas 
molecules (water/nitrogen/oxygen) that are loaded into the ﬁber along with the iodine. Lending 
support to this conjecture is an observed slow increase in the measured bandwidth (∼ 7% per 
hour) after the loading process. This unwanted background is associated with the poor pumping 
efﬁciency enforced by the unfortunate aspect ratio of the optical ﬁber core together with the use 
of teﬂon and Viton in the rest of the vacuum system, which prevents an effective pre-baking of 
the vacuum system. Assuming this background gas to be mainly air we estimate a background 
pressure of approximately 17 Pa [34, 35]. If it were possible to eliminate this background gas 
using an improved vacuum apparatus, while also reducing the iodine pressure by a factor of 
5, then it should be possible to obtain a feature bandwidth of just ∼ 2.6 MHz limited mostly 
by transit-time broadening with a small residual collisional component [26]. A ﬁber of ∼ 5m  
would yield similarly strong absorption features as those reported here. 
We note that the termination of coherent light interaction by the transit-time effect is a state-
independent process that will add equally to the effective collision rates for the excited and 
ground state. Similiarly, collisions with background gas atoms (in contrast to iodine-iodine 
collisions) show very similar collisional cross-sections for both excited and ground state col­
lisions [36]. These facts suggest that for the ﬁber, with its small diameter mode and back­
ground gas contamination, we might expect cg ∼ ce. On the other hand, iodine-iodine col­
lisions produce a high degree of quenching and perturbation to the excited state molecules, 
while leaving ground state molecules relatively unperturbed i.e cg < ce for a iodine-iodine col­
lision [21, 24, 30]. We believe that these effects explain the factor of 5 difference between the 
saturation intensity of the ﬁber and cell in spite of the total dephasing rates being similar for the 
two cases. If ce,cell/cg,cell ∼ 0.2ce,ﬁber/cg,ﬁber then we would expect an Isat,cell ∼ 0.2Isat,ﬁber in 
accord with our results. In different words, the low rate of population decay from the molecular 
ground state in the cell (due to the long lifetime of this state when iodine-iodine collisions are 
dominant [21]) leads to a bottleneck in the interchange of laser-coupled molecules with the 
background sea. This leads to a media that is much more easily saturated when compared to 
the ﬁber. 
4.4. Sub-Doppler feature contrast 
To provide further conﬁrmation of our understanding of the system we can examine the effect 
of pump intensity on the contrast of the P(142)37-0 a1 saturation feature (as per Eq. 4).Within a 
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Fig. 6. The contrast of the a1 component of the P142(37-0) line as a function of pump 
intensity. The blue triangles show data from the cell, while the black squares show data 
from the ﬁber experiment. The probe intensity was maintained at ∼ 20% of the pump in 
both cases. The solid lines show ﬁts of the form Ckeff where C comes from Eq. 4. We have 
held Isat constant at the value derived from Fig. 5 and the only free parameter is keff. 
single Doppler-broadened transition (see Fig. 3) there are a manifold of possible transitions (15 
hyperﬁne levels in this case), and each of these other components contributes to the Doppler-
broadened absorption at the location of the a1 hyperﬁne component. This overlap acts to reduce 
the apparent contrast of the feature with respect to the Doppler background. In order to make a 
meaningful comparison between theory and experiment we calculated the inﬂuence of the other 
hyperﬁne components at the location of the a1 component and corrected the measured contrast 
for this factor. A numerical calculation using the known spacings and relative strengths of the 
hyperﬁne components [28] results in a correction to the measured contrast of a factor of 1.78. 
Figure 6 shows the measured contrast with the corrective factor applied. The solid lines on 
this ﬁgure are of the form Ckeff where C is derived from Eq. 4. We have included keff to express 
any imperfections to the beam overlap between pump and probe, which would act to prevent 
the contrast from reaching unity at the highest pump powers. This imperfect overlap can arise 
from attenuation of the pump and probe beams due to absorption through the vapor, or by 
ﬁber attenuation, or through poor alignment of the pump and probe beams. We have held the 
saturation intensities ﬁxed at those derived from the bandwidth data shown on Fig 5 and only 
allowed keff to vary to generate the ﬁts shown as solid lines on Fig. 6. The overlap efﬁciency, 
keff, was found to be 48% for the cell data, while it is around 82% for the ﬁber data, thereby 
demonstrating the improved mode-matching of the pump and probe beams in the ﬁber. 
5. Conclusion 
This paper has demonstrated loading of a hollow-core ﬁber with 127I2. We have presented 
Doppler-free and Doppler-broadened spectroscopic measurements on a particular iodine tran­
sition at 532 nm (P(142) 37-0). At room temperature, the a1 hyperﬁne component of this tran­
sition shows a low power bandwidth of 6 MHz in the HC-PCF. The bandwidth observed in this 
conﬁned geometry compares favourably to the narrowest bandwidths measured for acetylene 
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vapor in HC-PCF [11] and of rubidium [15]. We have shown that the current bandwidth is lim­
ited by collisions with background gas atoms and predict that by improving the vacuum and 
iodine loading system we could achieve bandwidths below 3 MHz. We have shown that the the 
ﬁber approach leads to an excellent efﬁciency for saturated absorption spectroscopy because 
of the high mode-overlap between the required pump and probe beams. The Q-factor for this 
transition is 9 × 107, which we believe to be the highest ever observed in hollow-core ﬁber. 
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